
THE EAGLES

HAPPY CHILDREN’S DAY!

Happy Children's Day! Celebrating the joy, innocence, and boundless potential of every
child together at SRI UCSI Springhill. May their laughter echo through the corridors of
tomorrow, shaping a brighter, more compassionate world. Cheers to the future leaders and
dreamers!
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Hello everyone! I’m an English

language teacher, Gowrikrubahary

Gunnasegaran proudly says, with a

passion and seven years of

experience in various educational

environments. I have created and

taught relevant English lessons

focusing on building fluency.

This is my 4th year at the Sri UCSI

Springhill campus. It’s a great

pleasure to be given the task of

teaching the English language.

Empowering Minds
with English
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"The dream begins with
a teacher who believes
in you, who tugs and
pushes and leads you to
the next plateau,
sometimes poking you
with a sharp stick called
'truth.'" –Dan Rather

The students here are building

character as they immerse

themselves in their studies despite

their challenges, which reflects on

their parents, who have set a very

high standard for their children in

terms of academics and molding

their children to be prodigious

students and leaders. This helps to

build character, such as a sense of

confidence.

I’m so proud to be part of the

English Department. I’ve learned

more teaching strategies, and it's

my responsibility to develop 5C

skills in students from an early age,

which will help make them ready

for the real world. Those 5C skills

are critical thinking,

communication, collaboration,

creativity, and character.

Succinctly, to create active and

fun learning, I will always conduct

group activities or project-based

learning. My students take

satisfaction in the work given. 
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We celebrated Children's Day with
joy and laughter. Enthusiastic
students engaged in various
activities, fostering creativity
and camaraderie. The vibrant
atmosphere echoed with youthful
energy as children reveled in
games, performances, and the
spirit of togetherness. It was a
memorable day, cherishing the
innocence and happiness of our
young scholars.

CHILDREN’S DAY

DEEPAVALI WITH EYC

EYC students brightened the
classroom with vibrant Deepavalicostumes, celebrating the festivaltogether. Adorned in traditionalattire, they shared joy and
cultural pride, fostering a senseof unity and understanding amongclassmates. The colorful
celebration added a festive touchto their learning environment,creating cherished memories.

PAST EVENTS
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1/12 - SWIMMING GALA
8/12 - X’MAS &
DEEPAVALI CELEBRATION
11/12 - CCA DAY

Read More On facebook.com/SriUCSISpringhill

Upcoming Event!

World Soil Day was celebrated
with enthusiasm, engaging in
a vibrant soil painting
competition. With creativity
on display, they translated
their appreciation for the
Earth into colorful artworks.
This initiative not only
celebrated soil's
significance but also
fostered environmental
awareness and artistic
expression among the young
participants.

WORLD SOIL DAY
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The best way to get young
children learning while doing art
is to let them experiment with art
materials and tools freely.

It’s amazing seeing what their creative minds can
lead them to! 

Tadika SRI UCSI
Learning

Tadika SRI UCSI
Learning

MAKING PEACOCK AND
MUSHROOM HOUSE !
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Art has many benefits for
children: It encourages self-
expression, improves motor skills,
develops patience and problem-
solving abilities, and increases
concentration.

Our EYC students had so much
fun making the peacock and
mushroom house!

Let’s keep making more fun arts together.



PRIMARY LEARNING

MAGIC OF ARTICLES!

Articles are fascinating little words in the
English language! They might seem small, but
they wield significant power in shaping the
meaning of a sentence.
 
Understanding when and how to use these
articles can be a game-changer! Our students
are honing their skills to ensure sentences are
clear and concise. 

They're discovering how articles modify the
meaning of nouns and are using them adeptly
to create well-structured sentences. 6
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Secondary
Learning

In this math class,
students learned about
sets, which are like groups
of things with something
in common. They figured
out how to show these
groups using different
methods. This helped
them see the connections
between things. they
learned that a set is just a
bunch of different things
grouped together.

SET in Math

To check if they
understood everything,
the students had to
answer questions on the
whiteboard. This made the
learning more interactive
and let them help each
other. It also gave them a
chance to explain their
ideas and get better at
talking about math.
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UCSI SWIMMING

ACADEMY
UCSI SWIMMING

ACADEMY

Child and Adult
Swimming Lessons
Four (4) lessons per
month
Open on Weekdays
and Weekends

SWIMMING LESSON ::

06 - 6536888

+6018-9779880

In UCSI Springhill Swimming
Academy, we are passionate to teach
swimming with qualified coach,
Olympic size swimming pool,
facilities as well as dedicated
customer service team. 
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BE A SWIMMING MASTER


